NOTIFICATION

Notification Under Rule 6(6) of C.T. Rules 1956 when it has been found that the

forms bearing No. 0LV. 653791 to 0LV.653795 have been lost

by the dealer. The episode is substantiated by a notice published in daily

Srinagar Paper dated 28.12.1984. The dealer has also produced the

same bound Rule 6(6).

Now therefore, under the powers conferred upon

me under sub rule 6(1) of rule 6 of central sales tax rules

J&K, I declare the said C-forms whose details are given below

as obsolete/invalid for the purpose of Sub Section 4 of Sec.8


Name of the dealer to whom issued:

Ms. Geeta Gupta

RC Roy

Tin No. 01786222

S.No. of C-Form Colour Reason for which declared obsolete

0LV. 653791 to Pink His pencil dipping

0LV. 653792

It is further notified that in case of any person/are found guilty of misuse of form, they shall be personally

responsible for the legal consequences.

(Mrs. Aftab Aftab)

Commercial Tax Officer,

Circle(B) Srinagar.

Copy submitted to the:


Date:__

[Signature]